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The aim of the paper is to prove the following two results.
 .1. Let A be a finitely partitive simple affine algebra with GK A - `. Then the
Krull dimension,
1
K.dim A F GK A 1 y , .  .  5 4fil.dim A q max fil.dim A , 1
where GK and fil.dim are the Gelfand]Kirillov and the filter dimension, respec-
tively.
2. Let B be an integral regular domain, affine over a field of characteristic zero
 .and let D B be its ring of differential operators. The filter dimension
 .fil.dim D B s 1. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. MAIN RESULTS
Let K be a field, a module means a left one, ms m . Let A be theK n
nth Weyl algebra, i.e., the K-algebra with 2 n generators
X , . . . , X , ­ , . . . , ­ and relations,1 n 1 n
­ X y X ­ s d , the Kronecker delta, X X y X X s ­ ­ y ­ ­ s 0.i j j i i j i j j i i j j i
If char K s 0, then A is a simple Noetherian algebra.n
 w x.THEOREM 1.1 Bernstein's Inequality, 2 . Let A be the nth Weyln
 .algebra o¨er a field of characteristic zero. Then GK M G n for e¨ery nonzero
finitely generated A -module M.n
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When one wants to write the ``same'' inequality for an arbitrary simple
 .affine algebra Theorem 1.2 , a new dimension, the filter dimension
 .  w x .fil.dim , of algebras and modules is to be introduced see 1 for details .
Recall its definition.
Let B be an affine algebra with generators b , . . . , b . Then B is1 s
equipped with a standard finite dimensional filtration F: B s D B ,iG 0 i
where B s K, B s K q s Kb , B [ Bi , i G 2.0 1 is1 i i 1
Let M be a finitely generated B-module and let M be a finite0
dimensional generating subspace of M, then the module M can be
 4equipped with a filtration M s B M . Let M be any fixed generat-n n 0 i, gen
ing subspace of the module M from M . Define the return function n :i F , M0
 4N ª N j ` of the module M associated with F and M by the rule,0 0 0
 4n i s inf j g N j ` : B M = M for all M , .  4F , M 0 j i , gen 0 i , gen0
 4where N s 0, 1, 2, . . . .0
X X  4For each function f from N to R , where R s r g R, r G 1 we can0
 .associate a number g f g R, a degree of f ,
g f s inf r g R: f n F nr for sufficiently large n 4 0 . 4 .  .
w xDEFINITION, 1 . The filter dimension fil.dim M of the B-module M is
 .  .g n . The filter dimension fil.dim B of B is fil.dim B , i.e., the filterF , M B B0
 o odimension of the B-bimodule B or the left B m B -module B, where B
.is the opposite ring to B .
w xIt was proved in 1 that fil.dim M does not depend on the choice of
filtration of algebra and a generating subspace of M.
w x.THEOREM 1.2 1 . Let A be a simple affine algebra; then
 4GK A F GK M fil.dim A q max fil.dim A , 1 , 1.1 .  .  . .
for e¨ery nonzero finitely generated A-module M. Moreo¨er, if A is infinite
dimensional, then
1fil.dim A G .2
 . w xBecause GK A s 2n and fil.dim A s 1, 1 , from the precedingn n
inequality follows Bernstein's inequality.
 . w x w x.We say that an algebra S is left finitely partitive 3 or 5, 8.3.17 if,
given any finitely generated S-module M, there is an integer n ) 0 such
that for every chain,
M s M > M > ??? > M ,0 1 m
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 .  .with GK M rM s GK M , one has m F n. However, McConnell andi iq1
w x .Robson write in 5 , p. 298 : ``yet no examples are known which fail to
have this property,'' i.e., being finitely partitive.
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be a finitely partiti¨ e simple affine algebra with
 .GK A - `. Then, for any nonzero finitely generated A-module M, the Krull
dimension,
GK A .
K.dim M F GK M y . .  .  4fil.dim A q max fil.dim A , 1
In a particular case,
1
K.dim A F GK A 1 y . 1.2 .  .  . 5 4fil.dim A q max fil.dim A , 1
Proof. Let a, b g N and suppose, for all finitely generated A-modules
 .  .  .  .M with K.dim M s a, that GK M G a q b; then GK A G K.dim A q
 .b, and if N is a finitely generated A-module with K.dim N G a, then
 .  . w x w x.GK N G K.dim N q b 4, 3.1.6 or 5, 8.3.18 . Applying this result to
the family of finitely generated A-modules of finite length, a s 0, by
 .   4.Theorem 1.2, we can put b s GK A r fil.dim A q max fil.dim A, 1 , and
the result follows.
Let B be an integral regular domain, affine over a field of characteristic
 .zero and let D B be its ring of differential operators. It is well known
 . w x.that D B is a simple affine Noetherian algebra 5, Ch. 15 . In Section 2
we prove the following result.
THEOREM 1.4. The filter dimension,
fil.dim D B s 1. .
 .Therefore, as an application we compute the Krull dimension of D B .
w x.COROLLARY 1.5 5, Ch. 15 . Then
GK D B . .
K.dim D B s s K.dim B . .  .
2
   ..  .Proof. The second equality is clear GK D B s 2GK B s
 ..  .2K.dim B . It follows from Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 that K.dim D B F
  ..  .GK D B r2. The map I ª I D B from the set of left ideals of B to the
 .  .  .one of D B is injective, thus K.dim B F K.dim D B .
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w x.COROLLARY 1.6 5, 15.4.3 . Let M be a nonzero finitely generated
 .D B -module. Then
GK D B . .
GK M G s K.dim B . .  .
2
Proof. It follows from Theorems 1.2 and 1.4.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
Let K be a field of characteristic 0 and let A be an affine commutative
K-algebra which is a regular domain. The set of all K-derivations of A is
 .denoted by Der A. The K-subalgebra D s D A of End A generated byK K
 . A and Der A is called the derivation ring of A. The ring D A A isK
.  . w x.regular coincides with the ring of differential operators D A 5, 15.5.6
 . wand is a simple finitely partitive for GK dimension K-affine algebra 5,
x. w x15.3.8, 15.1.21 . We refer the reader to 5, Ch. 15 for basic definitions.
 4   . 4Let A and D A be standard finite dimensional filtrations on A andi i
 .  .D A , respectively, such that A : D A for all i G 0. Then the envelop-i i
e .  .  .oing algebra D A [ D A m D A can be equipped with a standard
 e . 4finite dimensional filtration D A which is the tensor product of filtra-i
  . 4   . o4tions D A and D A .i i
 .  .  . w x.Now A , D A rD A Der A is a simple left D A -module 5, 15.3.8K
  ..  . w x.and GK D A s 2GK A 5, 15.3.2 . Applying Theorem 1.2 in the case
 .of the ring D A and M s A we see that
fil.dim D A G 1. .
It remains to prove the opposite inequality. For this we recall some
 .  w x.properties of D A see 5, Ch. 15 for details .
Given 0 / c g A, denote A the localization of A with respect of thec
 .  .  .  .powers of c, then D A , D A and the map D A ª D A , d ª dr1,c c c
w x.  4is injective 5, 5.1.25 . There is a finite subset c , . . . , c of A such that1 t
t  .  .the ring  D A is left and right faithfully flat over D A ,is1 ci
t
w xAc s A see proof of 15.2.13, 5 . 2.1 . . i
is1
 .For each c s c , Der A is a free A -module on ­ s ­r­ x , i s 1, . . . , ni K c c i i
w x.  4for some x , . . . , x g A 5, 15.2.13 . Note that the choice of the x1 n i
depends on the choice of c .j
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Fix c s c . We aim to prove the following statement:i
v  .there exist natural numbers a, b, a , and b such that for any d g D A m
there exists
w g De A : wd s ca mqb . ) .  .amqb
Suppose that we are done. It can be easily seen that a, b, a , and b may
 .  .be chosen in such a way that ) holds for all i. It follows from 2.1 that
t
f c s 1 for some f g A. i i i
is1
 .  .Choose n g N: all f c g D A and set N m s a m q b , theni i n
 .tN m Nm.1 s f c s g c s g w d s wd , .  i i i i i i
 . e . Nm.where w from ) , i.e., w g D A , w d s c . So, w s g w gi i amqb i i i i
e .  .D A and fil.dim D A F 1.n tNm.qamqb
w x.  .  .Fix c s c . By 5, 15.1.24 Der A , Der A and Der A can bei K c K c K
 . w x.seen as a finitely generated A-submodule of Der A 5, 15.1.7 . ChooseK c
k g N such that
d [ ck­ g Der A for all i s 1, . . . , n.i i K
Let M be the A-submodule of Der A generated by all d . BecauseK i
 .M s Der A and Der A is a finitely generated A-module, there existsc K c K
l g N such that cl Der A : M. ThenK
clD A : A q A d q ??? qA d for some p g N. . 1 p p 1 p n
Easy induction arguments show that
c2 my1. lD A : A d a , 2.2 .  .m m pqmy1. l qqn .
< <a Fm
 .where we fix natural numbers q and n with c g A and d A : A forq i 1 n
a a1 an  . < < < < < <all i s 1, . . . , n; d s d ??? d , a s a , . . . , a , a s a q ??? q a .1 n 1 n 1 n
 .Let 0 / d g D A . Thenm
0 / d [ c2 my1.d g A d a .1 m pqmy1. l qqn .
< <a Fm
e .  .Applying ad x [ x m 1 y 1 m x g D A i s 1, . . . , n to d in an ap-i i i 1
propriate way no more than m times and using ad x d s yd ck g Ai j i j k q
 .d is the delta-function we geti j
0 / d g A s A . 2.3 .2 m pqmy1. l qqn .qm k q z
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w x.Let R be a subalgebra of A generated by all x . By 5, 15.1.12i
w xR s K x , . . . , x is a polynomial ring with its field of fractions Q s1 n
 .K x , . . . , x . Because dim R s n s dim A, A is a finitely generated1 n
R-module. Thus the field of fractions L of A is equal to L s QA and it is
a finite field extension over Q, say, of dimension s s dim L. Choose aQ
Q-basis e s 1, . . . , e of L all elements of which belong to A. Set1 s
N [ s Re : A. Because QN s L s QA and the R-module A is finitelyis1 i
generated, there exists a nonzero element a g R with a A : N. We may
 .suppose that N is an R-subalgebra e e g N for all i, j . For consideringi j
 2 s .the elements 1, a e , . . . , a e a e a e g a A : aN :  Ra e . The2 n i j is1 i
polynomial ring R s D` R is filtered by the degree in the indetermi-is0 i
nates. Then N s D` N , where N s R e . Pick r g N such that e e gis0 i i i j i j
N for all i, j, thenr
N N : N for all i , j.i j iqjqr
Choose s g N such that a A : N , then1 s
ii ia A : a A : N : N : N for all i . .i 1 s s iqr  iy1. sqr . iyr
z  .Multiplying d by a on the left in 2.3 we have2
0 / d [ a zd g N for some a, b g N.3 2 amqb
Using the Q-algebra monomorphism,
L ª Hom L, L , n ª x ª n x , .  .Q
 .we can identify the ring L with its image in Hom L, L . Fixing theQ
 .Q-basis e , . . . , e of L the algebra Hom L, L can be identified with1 s Q
 . the matrix ring M Q , i.e., a linear map with its matrix with respect to thes
.basis e , . . . , e .1 s
 .Let u s u be the matrix of the linear map ¨ ª d ¨. The d belongsi j 3 3
< <to the R-subalgebra N, so all u g R and the determinant u gi j amqbqr
y1 < <y1 .R is nonzero. The inverse matrix u s u w corresponds tosamqbqr . i j
the linear map x ª dy1 x. It is clear that all w g R . Choose3 i j  sy1. amqbqr .
t g N such that all e g A and all x g A . Theni t j t
Ty1y1 y1< < < < < 5 <u d s u d 1 s u u w 1, 0, . . . , 0 .  .3 3 i j
g R e : A .  sy1. amqbqr . i t  sy1. amqbqr .qt
< < y1Multiplying d by u d we get3 3
< < y1 < <0 / d [ u d d s u g R .4 3 3 samqbqr .
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a a1 an < <We can easily choose ­ s ­ ??? ­ , a F m, such that1 n
0 / d [ ­ a d g K . .5 4
It is clear that
k
a i2 k m yk ew [ c c ad d g D A , . . i
is1
and finally,
k
a iy1 y1 2 k m yk y1 2 k m a 2 k md wd s d c c ad d d s d c ­ d s c . .  . .5 4 5 i 4 5 4
is1
 .Now ) follows.
In fact we prove the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.1. There exist natural numbers a and b such that for any
 . e .d g D A there exists w g D A satisfying wd s 1.m amqb
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